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SPLENDIDO is elected the best restaurant in Guatemala 2016

Festival Antigua 2016

The Golden Fork for Best Restaurant of the Year 2016 was for
Splendido Restaurant located in Zone 14 of Guatemala City . The
institution received such prestigious recognition for its quality
proposal in gastronomy.

Festival Antigua is a celebration of creative inspiration involving
several disciplines. It will provide exhibitors with international
conferences art teachers, sessions and master classes with leaders
in the field of creativity as Walter Chang Diaz and Diego Pablo
Tellez . Also it will be held the Jade Awards which celebrates and
recognizes creativity around the world.
The festival connects emerging creators, in an ideal location:
Antigua Guatemala, a jewel among volcanoes busting color and
inspiration. The event will be held this coming 2 and 3 September.

It is run by Chef Leslie Stixrud and Alvaro Prado, who along with
an excellent group of workers prepare unique, original dishes with
excellent flavors; plus a premium service .

Painted artwork on the walls of the General Cemetery of
Quetzaltenango

The ideal beach to surf in Guatemala “El Paredón”

Guatemalan and international artists decide to paint beautiful
artwork on the walls of the General Cemetery of Quetzaltenango ,
this in honor of the Hispanic American Floral Games .
Thanks to several national and international artists, the perimeter
wall of the General Cemetery of Quetzaltenango is now a tourist
attraction.
In the wall you will appreciate at least 51 works of art inspired by
the 78 winning poems in the Hispanic Americans Floral Games

Many people are surprised to learn that in Guatemala is very
common to find a perfect beach to surf. The Paredón in Sipacate,
is one of them, it has the most consistent waves and is perfect
from November to April for beginners, since May to October the
waves reach gigantic sizes which can be compared with those of
Hawaii in the United States. The beach of El Paredon in Guatemala
is great for surfing, meditate with yoga classes, to be among the
mangroves and watch beautiful sunsets. Discover more of this
wonderful tourist destination in the country!
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Numu , the most curious little museum in Guatemala City
Numu physical space of approximately 2 by 2.5 meters, has a
very particular way and is located in Zone 10 of Guatemala City.
The museum was founded by artists Jessica and Stefan Kairé
Benchoam and began its operations in 2012 in an exclusive space
to exhibit contemporary art in Guatemala which has become a
tourist attraction.
As an tribute to one of the most important artists in the history
of art in Guatemala , the Numu presents scale reproductions of
paintings by Margarita Azurdia of " Geometrical Abstractions "
series ( 1967-1968 ) .

Presence in fairs

Special Product:

Again PTP will be present at the FIT 2016 in Buenos Aires,
Argentina , to be held from 1 to October 4th. We will be providing
information regarding Guatemala and the Maya region with
quality services of PTP MAYA

The perfect opportunity to discover the most impressive
destinations of GUATEMALA and the Mayan region with our offers.
Contact us for more information.

Mayan Routes
We relaunched our two Mayan
Routes of 7 and 12 days
beginning departures from
Cancun with new programs
and improved prices. The best
options to get the best of “El
Mundo Maya” in Mexico and
Guatemala.

1-4
OCT-2016
BUENOS AIRES - ARGENTINA

Petén & Bolontiku.
A program that combines luxury
and high quality of the Bolontiku
Boutique Hotel and enigmatic
Mayan cities of Peten Tikal,
Yaxha and “El Mirador”.

Guatemala “Your Air”
A 13 days trip ideal for those who want to make their visit to
Guatemala by themselves, without a guide and with excellent
coordination in hotel services and shared line transport.
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